Dear Charlie,1
Even if has been a long time since we’ve read you,2 this doesn’t prevent us
from worrying about you. To survive the terrible attack of January3 and then find
yourself living among the counter-terrorism cops, the amassed millions, the old
internal problems, and a completely new status as icon of the Republic, and to take
in stride the support of Bernard Cazeneuve, Nicolas Sarkozy, Omar Bongo,
Benjamin Netanyahu and François Hollande without being able to protest too
much – that must not have been easy.
What leads us to write to you today, as you might suspect, is the article that
was subtly titled “[Investigation:] Julien Coupat, Social Traitor,” which you
published last week.4 We’ve read it, and we are worried about you for several
reasons.
First of all, it seems that you’ve been struck by amnesia. You obviously no
longer remember that your own offices were sacked during a demonstration against
the CPE5 on 24 April 2006 because your coverage of those events already appeared
“right wing” to the era. For your information, that idea figured in an article that
Libération published the next day. When you drew your gun on [dégaines] Julien,
who’d had the nerve to mention that attack,6 and when you said, “we see that
Mister Librarian, who is obviously completely wrong, hasn’t taken the care to
consult his archives,” you put yourself in a delicate position. At the same time, if
you are suffering from amnesia, perhaps you no longer remember that, at the time
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[2006], your boss was Philippe Val,7 and yet you don’t see how anyone could
speak of “right wing” politics. In any case, let’s hope that it’s only amnesia,
because, after a trauma, amnesia sometimes occurs. But if it isn’t amnesia, then
you are a flat-out liar – and that can’t be treated.
The second thing that worries us is your profession. You will remember that,
when one is a journalist, it is good to verify your sources. For example: when
people who’ve become close to you due to the events [in January] – the counterterrorist prosecutors – seek to dishonor us (because that’s their job) in an
indictment8 that was obviously circulated among all the Parisian newspapers, it
isn’t a bad thing to reassure yourself that what it says is [in fact] true, rather than
stupidly reproduce it. And here, we’ll admit it, you really have us worried. You
[clearly] remember the word “investigation,” because you used it in your article,
but you no longer see the difference between investigation and [simply] relaying
the prosecutor’s press release. To grasp the difference and spare you from making
yourself ridiculous once again, all you have to do is call us up at the number
provided by our lawyers and ask us if any of it is true. If you’d done that, you
would have been informed that Julien [Coupat] never deposited 82,500 Euros in
cash at any bank; that he isn’t the owner of the assets9 of an SCI10; that the people
who shared everything that they had at the time to purchase the collective farm11
weren’t financed by their parents; that one of them put up the money she’d
received from the SNCF12 because she’d been crushed by one of their trains,
another put up the fruits of years of work for Swiss TV, and a third the contents of
an old P.E.L.13; that Coupat’s parents never put up 140,000 Euros to buy the
“Goutailloux domain”; and that virtually everything else in your article is wrong,
including the remarks attributed to Gérard Coupat, who never declared that Julien
“didn’t deal well with the contradiction between his inheritance [patrimoine] and
his ideology.” You no longer remember that you must verify such things.
The scoop14 that the prosecutor palmed off on you consists of this: (1) seven
years ago, Julien was the official manager of an SARL15 that paid him 1,000 Euros
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a month,16 and (2) his parents, retired from the pharmaceutical industry, earned that
money in the course of their careers. But here again, it must be amnesia, because
seven years ago, at the time we were arrested, these had been the principal talking
points [axe de communication] by which the prosecutor tried to dissuade solidarity
and discredit [us as] revolutionaries. At the time, these points were taken up and
repeated by all the newspapers.
Fair enough [C’était de bonne guerre], except for the fact that, in this war
[cette guerre], Charlie is now on the wrong side of the barricades. You see, it isn’t
good to spend so much time with the henchmen of counter-terrorism. You begin to
take them at their word and, sometimes, you even begin to work for them. You end
up right where you are now: of all the Parisian editorial bodies that were sent a
copy of the prosecutor’s indictment, you are the only one to be half-witted enough
to humbly echo its calumnies. Everyone else detected [and refused to be involved
in] the manipulation. You’re going to end up losing the last of your readers if you
keep this up. According to your colleagues, it’s already too late. It happened ages
ago. C’mon! Get a grip on yourself! It isn’t too late. You have the means to do it.
The last thing concerning you that worries us is the easily explained
paranoia from which you seem to be suffering. When Julien said, “If Cabu17 was
Hara-Kiri18 and L’Enragé19 for the 1968 generation, for my generation he was
Récré A2,20” he wasn’t trying “to spit on Cabu,” and it is useless [for you] to [try
to] offer a diagnosis of the “contempt characteristic of sectarian personalities.”
What Julien tried to express was the idea that the January attack struck at the heart
of his generation, point-blank at his childhood, at all those Wednesday afternoons
spent in front of the TV when his parents were at work. He tried to express how the
attack emotionally affected several generations, in completely different places, all
equally tender. From whence came its explosive power, its ability to distract and
confuse. No one was spitting on a dead man or on Cabu’s tomb. You didn’t
understand what was said. You only heard your own pain. On the other hand,
consider this: if it came to you collectively and, we must say, a bit shamefully, to
take your revenge under a pseudonym because Julien “massacred Charlie” – yes,
you wrote “massacred” – because he dared to say that, for him, Charlie had
become “politically detestable” long ago, this is a clear symptom of a persecution
complex [délire de persécution]. Otherwise, not subscribing to Charlie’s political
line is an act of treason not very far from “supporting terrorism” or, in any case,
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scandalous conduct that must be punished immediately, through calumny – excuse
us, through amnesia. Yes, this is indeed very worrisome: poor Charlie, you are
losing touch with reality.
But our main worry is that, by losing touch with reality, you are, little by
little, losing the ability to use language. And so, especially in the vocabulary of
Stalinism, “social traitor” designates someone who has left the service of the
working class to put himself at the disposal of the bourgeoisie, that is to say,
virtually the opposite of someone who betrays the bourgeoisie lock, stock and
barrel and rallies to the revolutionary camp. Do you see the difference? Where this
subject is concerned, you are very amusing when you exclaim that, for all that,
Charlie isn’t Valeurs actuelles.21 Chance would have it that the entirety of the
erroneous information included in your reprisal against Julien comes from a report
by TRACFIN22 requested by one Yves de Kerdrel, a chateau owner in Tarnac who
didn’t like our arrival in a village that had already put in with [flanqué] a
Communist mayor, whom he treated unceremoniously. And you know what?
Kerdrel is currently the editor in chief of Valeurs actuelles. History [certainly] has
shortcuts that lend themselves to reflection.
Well, have a good trip, just the same.
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